
CHILDREN´S FILM 
COMPETITION

FaCE TO FaCE
Iceland 2015 62 min
Finnish and English subtitles
RECOMMENDaTION: 10+
Original title: Klukkur um jól
Direction: Bragi Thor Hinriksson 
Brynhildur is about to turn 13 and 
becomes the target of Silja, the class 
tough girl. How will she cope with 
school on a daily basis when the 
bullying haunts her dreams and, on 
top of that, there is a choir audition to 
worry about?

FOrTunE FavOrs THE BravE
Germany 2016 96 min
Finnish and English subtitles
RECOMMENDaTION: 8+
Original title: Ente gut! Mädchen 
allein zu Haus
Direction: norbert Lechner
When their mom travels to Vietnam 
to look after a sick grandma, Linh, 11, 
and Tien, 8, are left home alone. Living 
across the street from them is Pauline, 
who has been using a telescope to 
spy on the sisters and their neighbors. 
Hoping for adventure, Pauline seeks 
to befriend the two Vietnamese girls.

GOING TO SCHOOL
Denmark 2016 76 min
simultaneous translation in Finnish; 
English subtitles
RECOMMENDaTION: 5+
Original title: villads fra valby
Direction: Frederik Meldal nørgaard
Villads is a lively boy, who spends his 
days doing such important things as 
learning to fly and using his mom’s 
camera phone to shoot underwater. 
Once Villads starts school, he is 
suddenly faced with new kinds of 
challenges. He is now expected to 
conform to all sorts of rules and to sit 
down quietly. Villads’s already active 
mind is further stirred by a love letter 
from classmate Anna.

THE LiTTLE MOunTain BOy
switzerland 2015 100 min
Finnish and English subtitles
RECOMMENDaTION: 8+
Original title: schellen-ursli
Direction: Xavier Koller
Ursli lives high in the Alps and has a 
special ability to communicate with 
animals. On the way down from the 
mountain cottage to their home village 
for the winter, the boy’s family is struck 
by an accident and loses their summer 
harvest. How will they pull through? 
At a traditional spring festival, many 
important questions are settled: who 
is keeping secrets, which of the kids 
gets the biggest snowbell, and what 
will become of a small goat?

LOuis & nOLan – THE Big CHEEsE 
RaCE
norway 2015 72 min
simultaneous translation in Finnish; 
English subtitles
suiTaBLE FOr aLL
Original title: solan og Ludvig 
– herfra til Flåklypa
Direction: rasmus a. sivertsen
Flåklypa and Slidre are two villages 
in constant competition with one 
another. They decide to settle the 
matter in a Cheese Race where the 
participants have to overcome a series 
of obstacles while delivering cheese 
from one village to another. While the 
race involves many twists and turns 
and even some foul play, the winner is 
clear―or is it?

nELLy’s aDvEnTurE
Germany 2016 98 min
Finnish and English subtitles
RECOMMENDaTION: 8+
Original title: nellys abenteuer
Direction: Dominik Wessely
A trip to Romania with her parents 
is not 13-year-old Nelly’s idea of a 
dream summer vacation. But when 
she is kidnapped, the vacation turns 
into a great escape. Helping Nelly 
on her thrilling adventure are two 
new friends, Romani siblings Tibi and 
Roxana.

PaW
Hungary 2015 92 min
Finnish and English subtitles
RECOMMENDaTION: 8+
Original title: Mancs
Direction: robert-adrian Pejo
Zoltán, who is about to become a dad, 
reluctantly agrees to take care of a 
highly active German Shepherd puppy. 
When a small boy in town disappears, 
Zoltán believes the dog’s keen scent 
will be of help. Will Paw become a 
hero despite all the obstacles?

ravEn THE LiTTLE rasCaL –
THE GREaT RaCE
germany 2016 73 min
Finnish version
suiTaBLE FOr aLL
Original title: Der kleine rabe socke 
– Das große rennen
Direction: ute von Münchow-Pohl, 
sandor Jesse
Direction of the Finnish version: Juha 
Wuolijoki
The overactive Little Raven has 
taken up racing. He wants to be the 
champion of the forest, but then 
he ends up destroying the animals’ 
winter food supply instead with his 
carelessness. To make up for it, the 

Little Raven decides to enter a race 
where he has a chance of winning 100 
gold coins. 

THE sECrET sOCiETy OF 
sOuPTOWn
Estonia, Finland 2016 105 min
Finnish version
suiTaBLE FOr 7 yEars anD OLDEr
Original title: supilinna salaselts
Direction: Margus Paju
In a magical place called Souptown, 
a mysterious poison is spreading 
and turning adults into children. The 
Secret Society of Souptown, formed 
by the clever and fearless Mari and 
her plucky group of friends, sets out 
to find an antidote.

siv sLEEPs asTray
sweden 2016 79 min
Finnish subtitles 
suiTaBLE FOr 7 yEars anD OLDEr 
Original title: siv sover vilse
Direction: Catti Edfeldt, Lena Hanno 
Clyne
7-year-old Siv’s first night sleeping 
over at her new friend Cerisia’s place 
turns out to be a magical one. In the 
early evening, many things are already 
beginning to seem odd, the exotic 
food, all of the animals... At night 
though, the unfamiliar flat really starts 
to become a realm full of secrets.

sWaLLOWs anD aMazOns
uK 2016 97 min
Finnish subtitles
RECOMMENDaTION: 8+
Direction: Philippa Lowthorpe
The four members of the Swallows 
gang sail on their own to a desert 
island in the English Lake District. 
There they have a run-in with the 
rivalling Amazons gang over the 
rule of the island. Meanwhile, a 
mysterious stranger dwelling nearby 
wrongly accuses the Swallows of 
misdemeanor.

THE TRaP
India 2015 81 min
Finnish and English subtitles
RECOMMENDaTION: 9+
Original title: Ottaal
Direction: Jayaraj rajasekharan nair
8-year-old Kuttappayi is orphaned and 
has to go live with his grandfather 
in the countryside. There he makes 
friends with the villagers, including a 
dog without a name and a kid from 
a rich family. What becomes of this 
helpful young boy and his dreams of 
school once his grandpa falls ill? 

yOuTH FiLM 
COMPETITION 

aLBa
Ecuador, Mexico, greece 2016 95 
min
English subtitles
rECOMMEnDaTiOn: 13+

Direction: ana Cristina Barragán
When her mother falls seriously ill, 11-
year-old Alba has to go live with her 
father. The girl’s relationship with her 
uncommunicative father is distant. 
The new living arrangement is initially 
awkward, as both of them are shy 
and reserved. Alba is growing into a 
young woman, and at school she is 
both fascinated and intimidated by 
the company of girls more extroverted 
and confident than she is.

DryaDs – girLs DOn’T Cry
norway 2015 95 min
English subtitles
rECOMMEnDaTiOn: 13+
Direction: sten Hellevig
15-year-old Hilde gets a new neighbor, 
Henriette, who is like a wicked version 
of Pippi Longstocking. The house next 
door suddenly becomes an exciting, 
bohemian place in the young girl’s 
eyes. To win favor with the newcomers, 
Hilde discards her old idols and starts 
taking in new influences. 

GIRLS LOST
Sweden 2015 106 min
Finnish subtitles
suiTaBLE FOr 12 yEars anD 
OLDER 
Original title: Pojkarna
Direction: alexandra-Therese Keining
Kim, Momo and Bella are being bullied 
at school. Luckily, they have each 
other. When the girls unexpectedly 
get their hands on a plant whose sap 
enables them to temporarily change 
their sex, they are excited by their 
new freedom. However, there is a 
more painful side to it as well. What if 
you are not born to be what you really 
want to be?

LiTTLE Wing
Finland 2016 100 min
English subtitles
suiTaBLE FOr 12 yEars anD 
OLDER 
Original title: Tyttö nimeltä varpu
Direction: selma vilhunen
12-year-old Varpu heads to Oulu in 
a stolen car in search of her father, 
knowing nothing about him except his 
name.

MaGNuS
norway 2016 76 min
English subtitles
suiTaBLE FOr aLL
Direction: Benjamin ree
A moving portrait of child prodigy 
Magnus Carlsen’s journey through a 
difficult childhood to the top of the 
chess world.

@OuLuFiLMFEsTivaL
#OuLuLEF



THE WEDnEsDay CHiLD
Hungary 2015 94 min
Finnish and English subtitles
rECOMMEnDaTiOn: 13+
Original title: szerdai gyerek
Direction: Lili Horváth 
Maja, having grown up in children’s 
home, now has a son named Kristian, 
who is currently living in a home alike. 
In order to regain custody, Maja needs 
to able be to provide a stable family 
income and home for the child. The 
initiation of a local micro loan project 
gives her a glimmer of hope.

zHaLEiKa
Germany 2016 92 min
English subtitles
rECOMMEnDaTiOn: 13+
Direction: Eliza Petkova
Lora lives in a small Bulgarian village 
where going out in a pair of ripped 
jeans is enough to provoke reactions 
of narrow-minded disapproval. Her 
parents believe that Lora should care 
more about the family’s reputation 
and act as a good role model to her 
little sister.

FINNISH COMPETITION

COLD iCE, WarM HEarT
Finland 2016 19 min
English subtitles
RECOMMENDaTION: 8+
Original title: Kääntölaukaus
Direction: viljami alaheikka
Dieudonne or “Dieu”, originally from 
Congo, is full of prejudice and uses 
violence as a way of solving problems. 
Joining an ice hockey team marks a 
turning point in his life and attitude.

GOOD MORNING
Finland 2015 2 min
no dialogue
rECOMMEnDaTiOn: 7+
Original title: Huomenta
Direction: Heta Okkonen
With the ring of the alarm clock, 
a woman gets up to perform her 
morning routine. 

JiLL anD JOy’s WinTEr
Finland 2015 83 min
English subtitles
suiTaBLE FOr aLL 
Original title: Onnelin ja annelin talvi
Direction: saara Cantell
As Christmas approaches, Jill and Joy 
stumble upon the teeny McTiny family, 
who are looking for Mrs. Rosebud. 
The family needs a new home, and a 
rather unique one at that. But when 
the car mechanic’s wife gets wind of 
the hiding family, she plans to sell 
them back to the circus in exchange 
for a large sum of money.

LiTTLE Wing
See Youth Film Competition.

MISS
Finland 2015 5 min
RECOMMENDaTION: 10+
Original title: Kaipuu
Direction: sanna Liljander
“Sometimes I try to forget that she 
left.” What do you do without your 
best friend?

OniOnsKin
Finland 2016 4 min
no dialogue
RECOMMENDaTION: 12+
Original title: sipulinkuori
Direction: reetta Elviira H.
Once separated by life, can they settle 
down anywhere else anymore?

PICNIC
Finland 2015 5 min
no dialogue
RECOMMENDaTION: 6+
Direction: Heikki ahola
A different kind of picnic.

rEMEMBEr?
Finland 2015 3 min
English subtitles
rECOMMEnDaTiOn: 7+
Original title: Muistikuva
Direction: sanna Liljander
A small child talks about the memories 
attached to pictures hung on the wall.

riCKy raPPEr anD THE 
nigHTHaWK
Finland 2016 72 min
English subtitles
suiTaBLE FOr aLL 
Original title: risto räppääjä ja 
yöhaukka
Direction: Timo Koivusalo
After Nelly and Ricky find an ancient 
ring buried in the sand, an excavation 
team led by archaeologist Klaudia 
arrives at the scene. When the ring 
disappears from its container, the 
innocent Lennart gets sent to jail. 
Ricky and Nelly decide to solve the 
mystery.

THE sECrET sOCiETy OF 
sOuPTOWn
See Children’s Film Competition.

THE snOW QuEEn 
germany, Finland 2015 91 min
Finnish version
suiTaBLE FOr 7 yEars anD OLDEr 
Original title: Die schneekönigin 
Direction: Karola Hattop
Based on the classic fairy tale by Hans 
Christian Andersen, the film tells the 
story of Gerda and Kay. They grow up 
in a village where they hear stories 
about the Snow Queen, who brings 
freezing cold winter with her wherever 
she goes. The legend becomes reality 
when the Snow Queen, jealous of the 
warmth between the two adolescents, 
decides to steal Kay for herself.

Hungary On THE Big 
SCREEN

aBEL in THE FOrEsT
Hungary 1994 100 min
English subtitles
suiTaBLE FOr aLL

Original title: Ábel a rengetegben
Direction: sándor Mihályfy
15-year-old Abel’s father thinks that 
the boy is old enough to contribute 
to the family income. So Abel goes 
off to live in the mountains where he 
watches over the bank’s forests. He 
ends up earning not only money for 
his family, but also some valuable life 
experience in the process.

BiLLy BOyO
Hungary 2015 7 min
RECOMMENDaTION: 8+
Direction: gergely ipacs
A boy’s imagination saves him from 
the Boy Scout bullies.

HOBarT
Hungary 2015 10 min
no dialogue
RECOMMENDaTION: 8+
Direction: Hajnalka Harsányi
A boy named Hobart, a flying pig 
and a hunter fly together through 
the mysterious world of the clouds. 
A strange tale with an unexpected 
ending.

HOME GuaRDS
Hungary 2015 112 min
English subtitles
RECOMMENDaTION: 16+
Original title: veszettek
Direction: Krisztina goda
Máté and his older brother Joci 
are used to a life of gang fights 
and poverty. When a new police 
chief arrives in town, he decides to 
straighten the local youth and train 
them into becoming the “Home 
Guards” of the town’s unsafe streets. 
Initially the operation appears to be 
well-intentioned, but soon it turns 
into a destructive power play.

THE LiFE OF MarTin LuTHEr, 
EPisODEs 1, 3 & 4
Hungary 2013–2016 3x13 min
English version
RECOMMENDaTION: 10+
Original title: Luther Márton élete
Direction: zsolt richly
Three episodes of the miniseries on 
the life of Martin Luther, the father 
of the Lutheran church. Screened in 
honour of the 500th anniversary of 
the Lutheran Reformation.

THE LiTTLE FOX
Hungary 1981 74 min 
Finnish version
suiTaBLE FOr aLL 
Original title: vuk
Direction: attila Dargay
While out searching for food one 
night, the father of Vuk the little fox 
disappears. Vuk decides to go after 
him. Without his parents, the little 
fox is left under the care of his uncle 
Karak, who teaches Vuk everything a 
fox needs to know about life.

PaW
See Children´s Film Competition

THE raBBiT WiTH CHECKErED 
EaRS
Hungary 1978 83 min
no dialogue
suiTaBLE FOr aLL
Original title: a kockásfülü nyúl
Direction: zsolt richly
When there is a child in need, the 
Rabbit with Checkered Ears flies from 
his home trunk and comes to the 
rescue.

sOMEWHErE in EurOPE
Hungary 1947 100 min
English subtitles
suiTaBLE FOr 16 yEars anD 
OLDER
Original title: valahol Európában
Direction: géza radványi
In the aftermath of World War II, the 
roads are filled with starving orphans. 
Some of them form a gang that breaks 
into food storages, and become 
“enemies of society” as a result. The 
children hide from the police inside an 
old castle, where a former orchestra 
conductor named Péter Simon is 
living. Through music and humanism, 
he tames the unruly children and 
teaches the meaning of “the right 
to freedom.” The film launched film 
production in post-war Hungary.

TITITa
Hungary 2015 75 min
English subtitles
rECOMMEnDaTiOn: 13+
Direction: Tamás almási
Anti is a young Roma boy who loves 
playing the guitar and who comes 
from a disadvantaged background. 
Being selected to participate in a 
music camp means a chance at a 
better life for Anti. How will the self-
taught guitarist fit in and hold his own 
with all the talented young people at 
the camp when he cannot read sheet 
music?

THE viDEO anD arT WOrKsHOP 
OF MaKó
Hungary 20 min
Language of subtitles and spoken 
dialogue varies
rECOMMEnDaTiOn: 7+
Original title: various
Teacher: Kálmán Czibolya
A selection of films made by children 
and young people at the Video and Art 
Workshop of Makó.

THE WEDnEsDay CHiLD
See Youth Film Competition.

WiLLy THE sParrOW
Hungary 1989 76 min
Finnish version
suiTaBLE FOr aLL
Original title: vili, a veréb
Director: József gémes
Willy skips classes and shoots sparrows 
for fun. A fairy teaches him a lesson by 
the turning Willy into a sparrow. How WWW.OuLunELOKuvaKEsKus.Fi/LEF/En



does the world look through the eyes 
of a bird when you are being chased 
by bullies and your own cat? 

WiTH PEn anD CLay – 
HuNGaRIaN aNIMaTION FROM 
THE 80s 
30 min 16 mm film
RECOMMENDaTION: 10+
Ad Astra, 1982 
The Cube | A kocka, 1980 
Mad Rubber Dog | Kutyagumi, 1982
Motorture | Autótortúra, 1982
Take It Easy | Nyugi, 1981 
O Street | Ó-utca, 1982 

Hungarian FOLK TaLEs
rECOMMEnDaTiOn: 3+

The Little Walnut
Hungary 1978 7 min
Finnish subtitles
Original title: a kicsi dió
Direction: Marcell Jankovics, Elek 
Lisziak
A poor father encounters the devil to 
whom he unwittingly promises to give 
his child. In return, the man receives a 
walnut that fulfils his every wish.

The Diligent girl and the Lazy girl 
Hungary 1985 10 min
Finnish subtitles
Original title: a szorgalmas és a rest 
leány 
Direction: Marcell Jankovics, László 
Lőrincz
Diligence is rewarded, but what 
happens to those who are lazy?

The stone soup
Hungary 1995 7 min
Finnish subtitles
Original title: a kőleves
Direction: Marcell Jankovics, Balázs 
Pál nagy 
Even stones can make for a tasty and 
filling soup!

DOCuMENTaRIES 

BOXing FOr FrEEDOM
spain 2015 74 min
English subtitles
RECOMMENDaTION: 15+
Direction: Juan antonio Moreno, 
silvia venegas
It is not easy being a young woman in 
Afghanistan. When you are a young 
Afghan woman who is also a boxer, it 
becomes even more difficult.

COLD iCE, WarM HEarT
See Finnish Competition.

DiXiE LanD 
germany, Latvia, ukraine 2016
60 min
English subtitles
RECOMMENDaTION: 11+
Direction: roman Bondarchuk
Playing jazz and marching music, a 
children’s brass band tours around 
stark but beautiful Ukraine, where 
talent can decide a child’s future. Their 
loyal mentor is a man named Semyon, 
who is strict and Soviet-like but still 
gentle with his students, the most 
skilled of whom become professional 
musicians while still at a young age.

KayaBiKE
France 2016 45 min
English subtitles
RECOMMENDaTION: 12+
Direction: Mattia Trabucchi
BMX racing gives the boys of the 
small township of Kayamandi in South 
Africa dreams worth living for and to 
work towards. While competition and 
the desire to succeed are a part of 
the hobby, what matters most is their 
enthusiasm.

MaGNuS
See Youth Film Competition.

MaiKO – DanCing CHiLD
norway 2016 70 min
Finnish and English subtitles
rECOMMEnDaTiOn: 13+
Original title: Maikos dans
Direction: Åse svenheim Drivenes
Petite Japanese ballerina Maiko has 
always loved dancing. But now, at the 
height of her career with the National 
Ballet in Oslo, she wants to become 
a mother as well. Does this mean 
that she will have to give up her own 
ambition?

MISS
See Finnish Competition

NINNOC
The netherlands 2015 19 min
English subtitles
rECOMMEnDaTiOn: 13+
Direction: niki Padidar
A portrait of a young woman’s 
mindscape as she searches for 
a balance between individual 
uniqueness and normalcy. Ninnoc 
struggles to fit in, simultaneously 
wanting and not wanting to belong 
in the ‘normal’ group. Singing and 
dancing is her way of dealing with her 
emotions. What lies hidden behind 
her smile?

nOT WiTHOuT us!
germany 2016 87 min
English subtitles
RECOMMENDaTION: 12+
Original title: nicht ohne uns!
Direction: sigrid Klausmann-sittler
A documentary following children 
from all over the world and from a 
variety of backgrounds on their way 
from home to school. We get to see 
their view of the world, as well as 
their dreams, hopes and fears for the 
future.

sEPTEMBEr
italy 2015 52 min
English subtitles
rECOMMEnDaTiOn: 13+
Original title: settembre
Direction: Duccio Chiarini
Does September mean the end 

of summer or the beginning of 
something new? Three young Italians 
all suffer from diabetes and have their 
unique ways of dealing with it. For 
each of them, while the disease is a 
part of their daily life and routines, 
it is not a part of their sense of self. 
At an autumn camp, the teenagers 
get to share their experiences and 
emotions.

sKy
The netherlands 2015 15 min
English subtitles
RECOMMENDaTION: 12+
Direction: Loes Janssen
Sky is a curious 9-year-old boy who 
was born with a serious hearing 
impairment. While he does his best 
and works hard at school, Sky often 
feels misunderstood among other 
kids.

TITITa
See Hungary on the Big Screen.

Fairy-TaLE FiLMs

Hungarian FOLK TaLEs
See Hungary on the Big Screen.

JiLL anD JOy’s WinTEr
See Finnish Competition.

King Laurin
Germany 2016 90 min
Finnish and English subtitles
RECOMMENDaTION: 8+
Original title: König Laurin
Direction: Matthias Lang
Theo dreams of one day becoming a 
great conqueror like his father, King 
Dietrich. An upcoming tournament is 
Theo’s chance to prove he is not the 
weak little boy everyone thinks he 
is. But when he meets Laurin, a wise 
dwarf banished from the kingdom 
along with the rest of his people, 
Theo begins to suspect there may 
be worthier goals than conquest and 
triumph over others.

Mary POPPins
usa 1964 139 min
Finnish subtitles
suiTaBLE FOr aLL 
Direction: robert stevenson
Jane and Michael Banks find 
themselves in the care of a new, 
not ordinary nanny. She can fly, pull 
exciting items out of her bag and 
change boring chores into fun games. 
However, Jane and Michael’s father, 
the stern George Banks, is not at all 
thrilled by Mary’s style of child-care.

THE snOW QuEEn
See Finnish Competition.

TOOTLETuBs anD JyrO 
Finland 2001, remastered 2016
68 min
suiTaBLE FOr aLL 
Original title: Turilas ja Jäärä 

Direction: Mariko Härkönen, ismo 
virtanen
A warm and mind-broadening 
episodical film about two eccentric 
bugs who accidentally meet, become 
friends and end up in peculiar 
adventures while searching for food 
or inventing new ways of using objects 
abandoned by human beings.

yOung TaLEnT 

aLPaCaS
Finland 2016 18 min
English subtitles
RECOMMENDaTION: 12+
Original title: alpakat
Direction: anastasia Lobkovski
After losing her friend and deciding to 
stay home and skip her work practice, 
Maija finds a new friend, a real one 
this time.

DOn’T TaLK TO sTrangErs
Finland 2015 8 min
English subtitles
rECOMMEnDaTiOn: 7+
Original title: Älä puhu vieraille
Direction: Henri Finström
Lasse, still in primary school, does not 
take seriously the rumors circulating 
around the village of a mysterious 
danger.

iCEBrEaKEr
Finland 2016 45 min
English subtitles
RECOMMENDaTION: 12+
Original title: Jäänmurtaja
Direction: Pauliina Kinnunen
A musical film showing how you can 
deal with trauma through art, or 
perhaps by blogging about it as 16-
year-old Elisa does. The girl’s puberty 
forces her mother to return to a dark 
episode from her past. How do you 
celebrate womanhood after it has 
been irrevocably violated?

sEarCHing FOr yOu
Finland 2016 80 min
English subtitles
RECOMMENDaTION: 12+
Original title: Etsinnässä
Direction: Jevgeni Lensu
Joni, a young man in his twenties, 
returns to his hometown for the 
summer. It turns out to be a time for 
love and friendship and for thinking 
things over. Each person is in charge of 
their own happiness.

WWW.FaCEBOOK.COM/LasTEnJanuOrTEnELOKuviEnFEsTivaaLi



Plaza 1 Tietomaa

Time Mon. Tue. Wed. Thu. Fri. Time Mon. Tue. Wed. Thu.

09.00  Paw Siv Sleeps Astray The Snow Queen 9.00 Little Wing

11.00 Tootletubs and Jyro Nelly´s  Adventure Jill and Joy´s Winter

13.00 Jill and Joy´s Winter Girls  lost

Plaza 2    Library, Pakkala Hall

Time Mon. Tue. Wed. Thu. Fri. Time Sun. 13.11. Time Sat. Sun.

08.45 Magnus Going to School The Snow Queen Nelly´s  Adventure King Laurin 10.30           

10.45 King Laurin Zhaleika Going to School 13.00 12.15 Paw, 5 €

12.45 Little Wing The Wednesday Child The Trap September 14.00

18.30

Plaza 4

Time Mon. Tue. Wed. Thu. Fri.

13.00 Girls lost Magnus Alba Zhaleika 

17.00

18.00 Alba, 5 €

18.30 September, 3 €  Girls Lost, 5 €

Plaza 5

Time Mon. Tue. Wed. Thu. Fri.

13.00 Hobart + Titita Alba Not Without Us! Searching For You Boxing For Freedom

15.00 Hobart + Titita, 3 €

17.00 Not Without Us!, 3 € 

18.00 Zhaleika, 5 €

18.45 Kayabike, 3 €              Hobart + Titita, 3 €

Valve Hall

Time Mon. Tue. Wed. Thu. Fri. Time Sat. Sun.

09.00 Willy the Sparrow Paw Face to Face

10.00 10.00

11.00

11.30

12.00 12.00

13.00 Face to Face Seminar film: Paw Maiko - Dancing Child 14.00

16.00 16.00

17.00 17.00

18.00 Oskari Gala, 3 € 18.00

19.00 19.00 Little Wing, 5 €

Studio

Klo Mon. Tue. Wed. Thu. Fri. Time Sat. Sun.

09.00

10.00 10.00

11.00 Home Guards Kayabike 11.00 Kids 2, 3 €

12.00 Hobart + Titita 12.00

13.00 Icebreaker 13.00

14.00 14.00 Not Without Us!, 3 €

15.00 15.00

16.00 16.00

17.00 Kids 2 FREE ENTRY Icebreaker, 3 € 17.00

18.00 Teens 1, 3 € 18.00 Home Guards, 5 €

19.00 Home Guards, 5 € Kayabike, 3 €

The Little Mountain 

Boy

Raven the Little 

Rascal - The Great 

Race

Ricky Rapper and the 

Nighthawk

Raven the Little 

Rascal - The Great 

Race

Siv Sleeps 

Astray

Fortune Favors the 

Brave

Ricky Rapper and the 

Nighthawk

12.45 Louis & Nolan – 

The Big Cheese Race

Ricky Rapper and the 

Nighthawk
12.45 Dixie Land

The Trap, 5 €

Grandparents 

for free 

The Secret Society of 

Souptown

Fortune Favors the 

Brave

The Little Fox FREE 

ENTRY

The Snow 

Queen, 5 €

The Secret Society of 

Souptown

The Secret 

Society of 

Souptown, 5 €

Searching For 

You, 3 €

Youth Film Opening: 

Magnus, 5 €

Young European

Creation #4

16.45 Dixie Land 3 €
Going to School, 5 € 

Grandparents for free
16.45 Dixie Land, 3 €

Boxing For Freedom, 

3 €

Nelly´s  Adventure,

5 €

The Secret Society of 

Souptown, 5 €

16.00 Don´t Talk to 

Strangers + Searching 

For You, 3€ 

Boxing For Freedom, 

3 €

The Wednesday 

Child, 5 €

The Wednesday 

Child, 5 €

            
Maiko - Dancing 

Child, 3 € 

9.30 Ricky Rapper 

and the Nighthawk

Louis & Nolan - The 

Big Cheese Race

10.30 The Little 

Mountain Boy

Jill and Joy´s Winter, 

5 €

The Little Mountain 

Boy , 5 €

The Trap 81 min 11.15 Dryads – Girls 

Don´t Cry  95 min

Swallows and 

Amazons

97 min

Swallows and 

Amazons

97 min

11.45 Raven the 

Little Rascal - The 

Great Race, 5 €

Starboy Winning-Film, 

5 €

Dryads -Girls Don´t 

Cry

Awards Ceremony & 

Starboy-Winning Film, 

FREE ENTRY

ECFA-Award-Winning 

Film, 5 €

King Laurin 90 min, 5 

€ Grandparents for 

free

Youth Film 

Competition Winner, 

FREE ENTRY

16.30 Face to Face,

5 €

Dryads – Girls  Don´t 

Cry, 5 €

Louis & Nolan – The 

Big Cheese Race, 5 €

Grandparents for free

Fortune Favors the 

Brave, 5 € 

18.30 Opening: Suzuki 

School Oktaavia

FREE ENTRY

Tootletubs and Jyro, 

5 €

18.30 Siv Sleeps 

Astray, 5 €

Finnish Competition 

Winner, FREE ENTRY

Opening film 

Swallows and 

Amazons FREE ENTRY

Toddlers 1

No dialogue

Toddlers 2

No dialogue
9.30 Kids 2

Kids 1 English 

dialogue/subtitles

Kids 3

English subtitles

Oskari Competition 

Grades 1-6

Toddlers 1

No dialogue

Toddlers 2 No 

dialogue 

Teens 1 English 

subtitles

Toddlers 1 No 

dialogue, 3 €

Toddlers 2 No 

dialogue, 3 €

Kids 2 Finnish 

dialogue

The Life of Martin 

Luther

Short Docus English 

subtitles

Kids 1 English 

dialogue /subtitles, 3 

€

12.15 With Pen and 

Clay

12.30 Kids 3

English subtitles

Kids 3 English 

subtitles, 3 €

Short Docus

English subtitles,

3 €

Oskari Competition 

Grades 7-9

Teens 2

English subtitles

Films made by 

children from Finland 

and Hungary FREE 

ENTRY

The Life of Martin 

Luther

FREE ENTRY

Linssilude & Oskari 

Winners FREE ENTRY

Films made by 

children from Finland 

and Hungary, FREE 

ENTRY

Short Docus

English subtitles,

3 € 

Films made by 

children from Finland 

and Hungary FREE 

ENTRY 

Lübeck workshop 

films Oulu Art School 

presents FREE ENTRY

Oskari Competition 

Grades 1-6 FREE 

ENTRY

Young European 

Creation #4 FREE 

ENTRY

Teens 2

English subtitles,

3 €

Teens 2

English subtitles,

3 €

Maiko - Dancing 

Child, 3 €

Toddlers 1

No dialogue, 3 €

With Pen and Clay 

FREE ENTRY

Toddlers 2 No 

dialogue, 40 min

Teens 1

English subtitles,

3 €

Somewhere in 

Europe, 5 €

Oskari Competition 

Grades 7-9 FREE 

ENTRY

Abel in the Forest 

FREE ENTRY 

Mary Poppins FREE 

ENTRY

Closing screening: 

With Pen and Clay 

FREE ENTRY

Program
m

e

TiCKETs
regular ticket 5 €
Festival pass 18 €
Documentaries & shorts 
compilations 3 €

The personal festival pass is valid for 
the whole festival week and grants 
you access to all ticketed screenings. 
For tickets to individual screenings, go 
to Cultural Centre Valve’s box office. 

Tickets become available for advance 
booking on Wednesday, November 
9th at 12:00 at Cultural Centre Valve. 

OULU ENERGIA CUSTOMERS WITH 
LOYALTY CARD
2-euro discount per regular ticket, free 
admission to all shorts compilation 
screenings

K-PLUSSAKORTTI DISCOUNT
With the K-Plussakortti card you can 
get a 1 euro discount per regular ticket 
and a festival pass for 14 euros. This 
does not give you K-Plussa points.

CITY OF OULU ID CARD DISCOUNT
With the City of Oulu ID card you 
can get a 1 euro discount per regular 
ticket.

VALVE BOX OFFICE 14 - 20 NOV.
Mon - Fri 12.00 - 19.00, Sat & Sun 9.30 
- 18.00
Tickets for screenings held at Finnkino 
Plaza are also available on the spot at 
the festival ticket booth for 30 minutes 
before showtime. NB: Payment in cash 
only. 

Tickets can be purchased also through 
www.ticketmaster.fi

The festival info desk is located in the 
Cultural Centre Valve lobby and is 
open Mon - Fri  8.30 - 19.00 and Sat 
& Sun from 9.30 until the start of the 
last screening.

Box office, tel. 08 55847575
Cultural Centre Valve, Hallituskatu 7, 
90100 Oulu 

Finnkino Plaza, Torikatu 32, 90100 
Oulu

sCrEEnings sTarTing BETWEEn 8.45 
a.M. anD 1.00 P.M. On WEEKDays arE 
rEsErvED FOr sCHOOLs anD KinDEr-
GaRTENS


